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[? 4?] GI/GI/1 Processor Sharing System???????????
PS????????????????????????????????????
















??????????? (queueing model) ??????????????????????
(arrival process) ???????????? (service) ?????? (?????????) ??
????????????????? (service time distribution)??? 2??????????
?????????????????????? (number of servers)????????????


































?????????????????????? (independent and identically distributed,
i.i.d.)??????????????A????? ?????????????????????
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???????????????????????????? ATM ???????ATM ??
???????????????????????????????????????????
























ASARE? FOSTER??????? (???????????)? ????????? (??
????????????????)? ??? ( < )?????????????? 1=?
???? F???????????????
3.2.2 ??
?????? t??????? n?????????????????? Rn(t)????
??????????????????????????????????????????












[1  F (y)]  dy (3.1)
???????? n(x)????????????????????
 n(x) = n[1 H(x)] + 
Z x
0





 = = (3.4)
???????????????????? Rn(x)?????? n(x)??????????
??????????????????????x????????? 1 +  n(x)??????
??????? dx ???????????????????[1 +  n(x)]dx ?????????
??????????????????????????
?????????????????
Rn(x+ dx) Rn(x) = [1 +  n(x)]dx (3.5)
????
rn(x) = 1 +  n(x) (3.6)
(3.2)???????
rn(x) = 1 + n[1 H(x)] + 
Z x
0
rn(y)h(x  y)  dy (3.7)
??????????W (x)???????














1 W (x)  dx (3.9)










































??  > 0???????????????? X ??




??????????? X ?????? ??????????????
????e?????? (e = 2:71828:::)????k!? k???????????????
?????????????????????




? 4? GI/GI/1 Processor Sharing System???????????
E[X] =  (4.2)
V [X] =  (4.3)
 ????
????????????? ????????????

























































? 4? GI/GI/1 Processor Sharing System???????????
? 4.2 H2/E2/1 (PS) ???????????





















? 4.4 ??????????? 3????????

















??????? (Limited Processor Sharing) ??????????????????????
???????????????????










?????????????? FIFO(First In First Out)?????????????????
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??? 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3??????? LiPS10 ?????????









5.2 GI/GI/1 LiPS ????????











5.2.1 M/E2/1 (LiPS) ????





2 = 1 (5.1)
CB
2 = 0:5 (5.2)






2 = 2 (5.3)
CB
2 = 0:5 (5.4)
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5.2.3 E2/E2/1 (LiPS) ????





2 = 0:5 (5.5)
CB
2 = 0:5 (5.6)
5.3 LiPS5?LiPS10?LiPS15????????????????
LiPS????????????????????????????????LiPS??????
????????????????????????LiPS5 ? LiPS10 ???????????
???????????????????????
5.3.1 ????????
????????????LiPS5 ????? LiPS10 ?????????????????
?????????????????????????????
 LiPS5 M/E2/1 ?????LiPS10 M/E2/1 ???? ? 5.2???
 LiPS5 H2/E2/1 ?????LiPS10 H2/E2/1 ???? ? 5.3???
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? 5.2 LiPS M/E2/1?N=5????N=10????N=15??????
 LiPS5 E2/E2/1 ?????LiPS10 E2/E2/1 ???? ? 5.4???
5.3.2 N ??? LiPS??????????????






? 5? Limited Processor Sharing System???????????
? 5.3 LiPS H2/E2/1?N=5????N=10????N=15??????
? 5.4 LiPS E2/E2/1?N=5????N=10????N=15??????
????? FIFO?????????????LiPS5 ????????????? LiPS10 ??
????????????????????
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